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Introduction
For system identification, loudspeaker and microphone signals are observed to obtain an estimate of
the loudspeaker-to-microphone impulse responses. This is necessary for various applications
including acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) and acoustic feedback cancellation (AFC). In many realworld scenarios this task becomes very challenging because of interference in the microphone
signals, mathematical ambiguities when multiple loudspeakers are used, or a mismatched
optimization criterion for the adaptive filter. Many approaches to mitigate these problems have been
presented [1,2,3,4] that are related to altering the loudspeaker signals, spatial filtering, step-size
control, or physically motivated adaptive filtering structures.
A lesser-known alternative to these approaches is given by data-driven methods that exploit a large
number of previously measured impulse responses to improve system identification. While this can
be achieved by learning the statistical properties of the impulse responses online [5], there are
scenarios where offline approaches are more suitable [6]. This hold especially for scenarios where
loudspeakers and microphones assume known and fixed positions. The goal of this project is to
evaluate under which conditions such an approach can be applied in a real-world scenario.

Project Description
In the proposed project, the approach presented in [6] shall first be evaluated in a given (AEC)
scenario with provided signals and impulse responses. While this single-channel scenario is rather
straightforward, the robustness of this approach can be challenged by increasing the interference in
the microphone signals. In a second step, the performance of two approximations of the recursive
least squares (RLS) algorithm used in [6] is to be evaluated in the same scenario. These
approximations are closely related to the derivation presented in [7] and fully described in a
document provided. Depending on the initial results, one or more of the following scenarios can be
investigated: a multichannel (AEC) scenario, where nonuniqueness occurs, or a single-channel (AFC)
scenario.
The algorithm descriptions, evaluation criteria, data, test scenarios, and control flow suggestions are
provided. The implementation of algorithms and test framework is expected, where the code should
be documented. The preferred programming language is Python, although Matlab is also accepted.
The thesis should contain a comprehensive report on the results considering the given scenarios and
evaluation criteria. Applicants should be fluent in the chosen programming language and have some
background in audio signal processing. Knowledge of adaptive filters is beneficial but not required.
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